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I recently gave up my lifelong stand on “the finger.” As I’ve noted over the months of writing this blog,
I formerly loooved giving people the bird, so much as to once refer to the finger as “the elegant

weapon of the modern Jedi” (Re-Thinking The Finger, 9/22/09). I now believe, for
many reasons, that I’ve been wrong and there isn’t anything cool or cerebral about
flipping people off. Doing it would just be adding to the bonfire of rudeness and
incivility that clouds  modern life with sooty hatred. The last thing the world needs is
one more uninformed hate symbol and I’m no longer taking charge of providing it.

“It starts when your always afraid.” That line was penned by Stephen Stills more
than 40 years ago in a song called “For What It’s Worth” by his group Buffalo
Springfield. An out of date, out of it’s time tune to be sure, but it may still have the

faintest spark of relevance. This past weekend’s health care reconciliation bill debate made the old
saw ring true, as much as it did during the Vietnam War era.  “Paranoia Strikes Deep.” We’ve hit
the dirty path on which it’s become okay to call an elected official by a racial or sexually biased slur.
The right to assemble is now also the right to belittle and besmirch. The right exists, but is it at all
right? The question no longer relates to health care passage at all, or whether one is a liberal or
conservative. The question is now: can any topic of national interest be discussed without one side
or the other being labeled fascist, Nazi, socialist, baby killer, or any number of evil, arcane racial
and sexual epitaphs? The answer is no, at least for the time being.

“Hooray For Our Side.” The whole shameful display of arrogance and ignorance during long health
reform debate is symptomatic of a nation given to self interest and short term thinking. From the
larger portrait of national discourse there’s been a trickle down of misunderstanding and mistrust
onto the snapshot of middle America. I go back to my well worn standard here, but it’s failure of
imagination as a people. It’s easier for us to slander someone than to study their position. We may
be the country that pioneered air travel, space flight, advanced surgical techniques and micro
processing technology, but we’ve hit an impasse regarding interpersonal communication that may
well slow and hinder that kind of development. We may no longer possess the imagination to look
past our own differences and accomplish the great feats required of us.

Vile behavior in all walks of American life won’t stop with the passage of the  health reform
reconciliation bill , or even the election of a new Congress and (eventually) President. We’ll find new
ways to mistreat each other. Well, I shouldn’t be so quick to say “we.” I’ve given up my feeble vices
and started to look at other people as…people.  Onward and (hopefully) upward.
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